ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION]
Let we want to color the edges of a graph but we do not know the edges we only have the vertices and edges arrive one by one, and We need to color each edge as soon as it is added to the graph. In edge coloring of a graph is a coloring of its edges so that no two edges incident on each other get the same color this is also called proper coloring. If the maximum degree of a graph is ∆, then obviously, every edge coloring needs at least ∆ colors. A classic theorem by Vizing [1] proves that it is possible to edge-color a graph using at most ∆ + 1 colors. However, determining whether the required number of colors is ∆ or ∆ + 1 is known to be NP complete [7] for general graphs. The proof of Vizing's theorem is constructive and actually gives a polynomial time algorithm to find an edge coloring using at most ∆ + 1 colors. Having color the edges, we can group them into different sets. One set having all green edges, another of red and so on. This is called partitioning problem. A graph in which every edge painted with color according to a proper color is known as properly colored graph. Proper coloring requires minimum number of color to color a graph. A graph G that requires k different colors for its proper coloring, and no less than k then the graph is called k-colorable or k-chromatic graph [15] and k is called the chromatic number of that graph. For bipartite graphs there are fast algorithms to edge color using ∆ colors [3] . However, all these algorithms are offline, i.e. they assume that the graph is known in advance. In this paper, the input edges arrive in a random permutation. In which edges permuted randomly using algorithmic technique. The algorithm which we are using is nondeterministic, as different outputs can be obtained with the same set of color and input edges because edges arrive in random permutation and algorithm also assign colors randomly.
Problem definition
Let G = (B, T, E) be a graph. The vertices of graph are known in advance, while the edges E are unknown. Edges arrive online in a random permutation of E. We will call the vertices in B as bottom vertices, and the vertices in T as top vertices. We have to color each edge as soon as it arrives, using extended online graph edge algorithm so as to get a valid edge coloring at the end of the algorithm. The objective is to do this using the smallest number of colors possible with no changes after colored.
Prior work and results
The prior work which has done in this field is online algorithm which works in two rounds, which colors each edge with the smallest color(in some fixed but arbitrary numbering of colors) not already used by a neighboring edge. The first such algorithm with a factor less than 2 was provided by Panconesi and Srinivasan which uses ∆≅ 1.59∆ colors. PS runs in phases,
where each phase has its own palette of colors. In each phase, each bottom vertex proposes colors for all its incident edges by taking a random permutation of the colors in the palette for that phase. Thus there are no color conflicts of proposed colors at bottom vertices. In the same phase, each top vertex accepts, for each color, exactly one incident edge chosen uniformly at random among those which propose that color. If an edge gets its proposed color accepted, then its color is fixed. Otherwise, it proceeds to the next phase. This propose-accept process guarantees that there are no color conflicts at any vertex. It is possible to color the graph with 1 + + (1) ∆≤ 1.43∆
colors with high probability, in the online random-permutation model. Aggarwal et al. [4] gave an online algorithm which colors a bipartite graph using ∆ + (∆) colors in the random-permutation arrival model, when ∆ = ( ) Thus, this achieves essentially optimal performance, but in an extremely dense multi-graph. In the distributed algorithm, the top nodes use fresh randomness to make accept and reject decisions in the different rounds and different phases. In the online algorithm, on the other hand, the random permutations seen by the different palettes are highly dependent -indeed, they all come from the same global permutation of edge arrivals.
Analysis techniques
We are using extended online algorithm for edge coloring so main difficulty is that how we analyze the multiple rounds to minimize the number of colors. In online algorithm other difficulty also lies in the correlations between the sets of reusable colors at bottom and top vertices when we process late edges. For example, it could be that bottom vertices can only use precisely those colors for late edges which the incident top vertices have already used up to color some early edges. In this pessimistic case, when the sets of available colors at bottom and top vertices are disjoint, we would not be able to reuse any colors and would get a factor of . In the optimistic case, these sets of reusable colors are identical for all vertices, and the analysis would proceed to give a factor of . A related issue is that, due to the non-independence of the reusable color sets, late edges can have unequal probabilities of succeeding to color themselves from different palettes (as opposed to early edges, where the probability of success depends only on the position in the random permutation). For example, due to the structure of the graph, some vertices may be "lucky" in the sense that their late edges succeed in coloring themselves from the first few palettes. While this is a good event as such, it leads to an uneven and unwieldy analysis. We rectify this by smoothing out success probabilities at every edge by artificially rejecting edges which succeed more than required, by flipping a coin with an appropriate bias.
Previous related results on distributed algorithms
There is a related sequence of results in the literature on distributed offline algorithms for edge coloring. The first such algorithm with a factor less than 2 was provided by Panconesi and Srinivasan [2] (We will refer to the algorithm as PS), which uses ∆ ≈ 1.59∆ colors. Since our algorithm is inspired by PS, We describe it at here. The online algorithm has a number of different numbers of colors. It partitions the incoming edges into two types, "Early" and "Late," depending on the arrival time of the edge. For an early edge ( , ), the algorithm tries to color it with a random color from which b has not tried before. If it fails (because some previously arrived edge incident on t has used that color already), then it tries to color it with a random color from which b has not tried before, and so on, until success. After all the early edges have arrived, a subset ( ) of colors from has failed to be used by each bottom vertex b. The algorithm augments this set by injecting a set of new colors so that we have a sufficient number of colors. Then, for a late edge ( , ), the algorithm tries to color it using a random color chosen from ( ) ∪ which b has not tried before for a late edge. If it fails to do so, it will try to color the edge with a random color from ( ) ∪ (not tried by b for a late edge), and so on. Thus, the main idea in the algorithm is to reuse failed colors, each color from the palettes gets a second chance (at each bottom vertex) before it is discarded.
PS Algorithm
PS runs in phases, where each phase has its own palette of colors. In each phase, each bottom vertex proposes colors for all its incident edges by taking a random permutation of the colors in the palette for that phase. Thus there are no color conflicts of proposed colors at bottom vertices. In the same phase, each top vertex accepts, for each color, exactly one incident edge chosen uniformly at random among those which propose that color. If an edge gets its proposed color accepted, then its color is fixed. Otherwise, it goes to the next phase. This propose-accept process guarantees that there are no color conflicts at any vertex. In each phase, some fraction of each vertex's incident edges gets colored. It is proved that, with high probability, the vertex degrees reduce at a rate of 1/ , giving a total number of ≈ 1.58∆ colors. Online algorithm is inspired by PS. Firstly, It show how to convert the idea behind PS to work in the online randompermutation setting. Secondly (and this is our main algorithmic contribution) It introduce the idea of reusing colors of a palette which a bottom vertex failed to use, in a next round (for edges which arrive later in the online order). So, at a high level, its first round implements PS online for edges which arrive early, and the second round reuses the failed colors for late edges.
The Two Round Algorithm
In two rounds algorithm let r = /( + 1). It divides the input edges into two types: edges that arrive before time ∆ are called 1 (or Early) edges, and edges which arrive later than time ∆ are called 2 (or Late) edges. The algorithm has a collection of = ( (∆/ )) main palettes , , , … , as well as L augmenting palettes , , , … , each with a distinct set of colors. Palette has size ∆( ) where ∆( ) is recursively defined by ∆(1) = ∆ − (∆), and ∆( + 1) = ∆( )/ − (∆( ) ). The size of the palette will be determined later. The algorithm also has a special palette, with (∆) colors. it fails to color ( , ) from and tries from , and so on. If it fails to color ( , ) from all palettes , , , … , , then we greedily color ( , ) using . For each b and each ∈ [1, ], we also maintain ( ) ∈ , which is the set of colors from which b tried to use to color some 1 edges ( , ), but failed because some previously arrived edge ( ′, ) had already taken that color.
2 Edges treated in a similar manner. It is easy to see that the algorithm produces a valid coloring, i. e., it never uses the same color for two edges incident on each other:
(1) Bottom vertices propose colors for their edges by sampling without replacement, so there is no color conflict at bottom vertices, ( 2) It accept a proposed color only if no previously arrived edge incident on the same top vertex has already been colored that color. It will prove that, by choosing the right values with high probability, the algorithm does not abort in the last step.
Steps of Algorithm

(Early edges)
For all ∈ [1, ], bottom nodes b, and top nodes t, initialize ( ) = ( ) = , and ( ) = 0. The discussion is in three steps: Firstly, it bound the number of colors used for 1 edges, and proves correlations between the sets of rejected colors at different vertices. Secondly, it bound the number of colors used for 2 edges. Finally it put all the bounds together to get the full count of the number of colors used.
Extended online graph edge algorithm
Extended online algorithm performs more than two rounds, say to K rounds, so that each color is tried at each bottom vertex up to K times. This way, we may expect to reduce the total number of colors used. We define such an algorithm and describe it informally below. The algorithm partitions the input edges into K rounds: The first ∆ edges to arrive are called edges; the next ∆ edges are edges, and so on, where the sequence of numbers , , , … , will be chosen later. The algorithm keeps L palettes for each round, so that we have a total of KL palettes
, where the size of each palette will be determined later. The algorithm also has a special palette with (∆) colors. So, as an edge ( , ) arrives, the arrival time determines which round it belongs to-says it belongs to . Vertex b proposes a random color c for this edge from the union of and the sets of colors rejected from b in the earlier palettes , , , … ,
. If t has not used the color c earlier, then the edge is colored c. Else, b proposes a random color for this edge from the union of and the sets of colors rejected from b in the earlier palettes , , , … , , and t decides whether or not to accept it, and so on. If after L such attempts, the edge is still not colored, we will color it greedily from . Also, as in the 2 round algorithm, we perform some additional artificial rejections of the proposed colors for an edge with random coin tosses of appropriate biases, so as to keep the success probabilities across all vertices the same. 
Steps of Algorithm
Counting the number of colors used
For analyzing the multi-round algorithm we proceed to calculating the total number of colors used by the algorithm. The number of edges (for each vertex) reaching round j of phase i is , while the number of old colors of phase i (from rounds less than j) reaching round j of phase i is equal to the number of edges (for each vertex) reaching round j-1 of phase + 1, i. e., equal to . Therefore, we have
This number was 0; we would simply not introduce any new colors. However, for the calculation of the total number of colors, it is easier to drop the max with 0. This may cause us to undercount the number of colors if the second term in the max was negative. For now, we assume that in each phase of each round we need to introduce some new colors. That is, we never have more old colors remaining from the previous rounds than the degree of the nodes in the current round. We proceed with this assumption and bound the total number of colors used.
Future work
We can improve the extended online graph edge coloring algorithm using alternate of brute force algorithm witch works when algorithm selects color from the special color set P∞. We can also extend the algorithm to fixed number of rounds K. where > 2, so that each color is tried at each bottom vertex up to K times. This way, we may expect to reduce the total number of colors used. We may hope to use a smaller number of colors by extending the algorithm to allow bottom nodes to possibly try each color more than two times. We perform some additional artificial rejections of the proposed colors for an edge with random coin tosses of appropriate biases, so as to keep the success probabilities across all vertices the same.
CONCLUSIONS
In the real world, there are many situations to share limited resources. Number of sharing is changing while time goes by. To avoid a same resource shared with different users at the same time, online graph coloring is a good solution. To measure graph coloring algorithm, competitive ratio is not used instead performance ratio is called. And in fact, they work in similar way. Both ratios are comparing the cost of the online algorithm and the cost of / algorithm. In our main sections we have described and analyzed an algorithm which works in two rounds per phase (distributed), and equivalently, an online algorithm in which each color can be tried two times by a bottom vertex. We now describe an extension to R rounds, and equivalently, R trials per color per bottom vertex. All the proofs above conclude that online graph coloring problem is very hard, and this is also a reason for the researcher to work on graph coloring.
